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Our movement is about replacing a failed and corrupt
political establishment with a new government
controlled by you, the American People. There is

nothing the political establishment will not do, and no
lie they will not tell, to hold on to their prestige
and power at your expense. The Washington
establishment, and the financial and media corporations
that fund it, exists for only one reason: to protect
and enrich itself. —Donald Trump

Leaving aside leftists who loath Donald Trump on ideological
grounds, starting in 2016, a number of Republicans were
intensely turned off by Trump’s prominent character flaws—even
though they themselves had been advocating the same policies
that he advocated and he eventually implemented—to the point
that not only did they became his enemies, either overtly or
covertly, but openly aided the enemies of the Republican
Party, and of the nation, even to the point that they looked
the other way to the massive, blatant voter fraud that took
place in November, just as long as the hated man went away. To
these individuals that I met over the years, I urged them not
to make the error of mistaking the messenger with the message,
but, unfortunately, their antipathy was too intense and had
become deeply ingrained. [1][2]
20/20 vision is considered to be perfect vision, but
for some people in the year 2020, their view of the President
remained myopic.
President Trump accomplished a number of remarkable
achievements in the time that he was in office. His
achievements are all the more remarkable for having been
fought against, tooth and nail, overtly and covertly, by a
cabal of Deep State bureaucrats, the media hivemind, the
Republican Establishment RINOS, the Democrats, and members of
Wall Street, all of them deeply contemptuous of ordinary
Americans. News of these achievements were either suppressed
by the media hivemind, or were minimized and ridiculed, since
the propaganda peddlers were obsessed with an all-consuming

hatred of the man, surpassing that felt towards Richard Nixon,
so you probably may not even aware of them. They constantly
declared that Trump was the worst president in history,
without actually saying exactly why.
When Andrew Jackson became president, the Eastern
elites were horrified that such a barbarian had been elected
president. They were further horrified when his uncouth
supporters swarmed into the White House for the celebration,
breaking windows and furniture in the process. History tends
to repeat itself. When Trump ran for office and ultimately
became president the current elites were likewise horrified
that this vulgar outsider with his plebian followers had
become prominent
Nonetheless, here, then, are some of his
accomplishments (each highly significant), in no specific
order (and keep in mind that these are not all):
Lowered taxes for everyone.
Hundreds of ridiculous, crippling, regulations were
jettisoned.
Muslims’ terrorism gone. Remember the constant
terrorist attacks by Muslims, the ones that killed or injured
hundreds of people in Orlando, Boston, New York and elsewhere?
Of course you don’t. Gone. They have practically disappeared
after an aggressive anti-terrorism approach instead of just
trying to convince the jihadists that “Islam is a religion of
peace.” And remember when barring admission to anyone from
Muslim terrorist countries was denounced as—what else?—racism
by leftists who hate their country and want to see it
destroyed? Liberals even predicted that Trump’s stand against
Muslim immigration would result in an increase attacks and
hostility because the Muslims would get upset, that it was
better to grovel and apologize to them. The exact opposite
happened. And jihadists, given the opportunity to control this

country, would engage in the genocide of Jews and gays, as
they have often openly declared.
No additional endless wars. Remember when Democrats
(Bill Clinton, LBJ) and Republicans (the Bushes, John McCain,
Max Boot), got us into wars, regardless of their citizens’
wishes? No more new tar babies under Trump. For the first time
in fifty years there were no new wars. Which upset the
military-industrial complex. And to point out the obvious:
those persons who constantly urge the US to go to war, always
stay at home in a nice, safe, warm bed. Does Max Boot, for
example, even know where a bullet comes out of a gun? And if
you had any doubts how thoroughly brainwashed are some
students then consider the fact that many students considered
the biggest threat to world peace to be not Vladimir Putin of
Russia, nor Kim Jong-un of North Korea, nor Xi Jinping of
China nor Ali Khamenei of Iran, but . . . Donald Trump.
Destroyed Isis. R.I.P. And remember when the Obama
administration sent half a billion dollars to fight Isis, or
Syria’s ruler, or al-Qaida, or somebody, anybody, and had no
idea where the money disappeared to? Or who was fighting who?
Or who the aid was supposed to go to? And nobody was ever held
responsible for this particular fiasco?
Cured a moribund economy. For years, both Republicans
and Democrats worked to cripple the American economy. They had
us convinced to become fatalistic about America’s decline and
told us to cheerfully accept it—that America would go from a
manufacturing economy to a service economy. Obama ridiculed
Trump, saying that to cure the economy a magic wand would be
needed.
Yet, because of Trump, businesses came back from
overseas. Lowest unemployment in over half a century for
Hispanics, blacks, Asians, whites. In February 2020, the US
unemployment rate hit a 50-year low of 3.5%. Lowest number of
people on food stamps and unemployment. Wages went up. Bonuses

were given. New house sales up. Stock market reached the
stratosphere. GDP hit 4.1%. And since people now had money in
their pocket, they went on vacation. The United States was the
first country in history to increase its GDP by one trillion
dollars.
And this took only one year to achieve! Whereas the
Democrat and Republican establishment had told us it just
wasn’t going to happen. American prosperity was over, they
said. They lied to us.
And remember when Paul Krugman from The New York
Pravda, who is constantly fomenting hatred, said that the
economy would collapse the moment Trump became president? You
can still read his daily venomous writings in most newspapers.
Meanwhile, Pelosi, among others, minimized the growth
of the economy. Some even had the nerve to try to credit Obama
with the overheated economy.
The economy was doing so good that liberals were
praying that a recession would come along by the time of the
2020 election. When the virus hit, Democrats crippled their
state economies through lockdowns and, predictably, blamed
Trump for the chaos.
NAFTA was renegotiated. “For decades politicians have
talked about fixing broken trade deals only to do absolutely
nothing about them,” President Trump said. “My Administration
is the first to actually keep our promise and deliver.” He
did.
Scrapped the TPP. The Democrat/Republican cabal wanted
to enact the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and “free trade,”
which would have resulted in finally turning the USA into a
Third World country. Though support was declining for TPP,
Trump stopped this dead cold.
Trump attacked Mauritania’s slavery. Something that

leftists don’t want mention is the fact that slavery still
exists. In Africa. Especially in Muslim countries. But they
are outraged about slavery in this country two centuries ago.
To them, that’s what’s important. And we must all obsess about
it 24/7.
NATO pays up. NATO is an anachronism, built to deter
Soviet aggression. The Soviet Union no longer exists.
Regardless, NATO’s members policy was to defend Europe . . .
down to the last American. Trump forced NATO members (“our
good allies” according to the media hivemind) to pay up money
owed for their own protection. He made NATO countries pay for
their self-defense.
Peace with Russia. Remember when, during the election,
Hillary declared that she would shoot down any Russian planes
that interfered with her plans in Syria? WW III! Trump
realized that Russia does not pose a direct threat to America.
And yes, Putin is a thug; Trump knows that. But there is no
point in escalating tensions.
Aid to Ukraine. He sent arms to Ukraine to help them
defend against Russian aggression instead of just blankets
(yet, liberals nonetheless insisted for years that he was
Putin’s puppet).
Peace with North Korea. Remember when we were about to
have a shooting war, with nuclear missiles, with NK? Trump
defused the situation and de-escalated tensions with that
country, to the point of meeting with the dictator. Even so,
he walked away when presented with NK’s absurd demands.
Jerusalem. He moved the embassy to Jerusalem, after
decades of request by Israel. The irony here is that many
American Jews who are leftists obsessively hate Trump and
repeatedly call him a Hitler and an anti-Semite. Yet, in the
1990s he publicly criticized private clubs in Palm Beach for
not admitting Jews. He opened Mar-a-Lago with the stated

purpose of bringing a club into the community that was open to
Jews and other minorities. His daughter married a Jew and
converted, and his son-in-law is a trusted (though
questionable) adviser. Are those the actions of an antiSemite?
Oil independence. For the first time in over 75 years,
America stopped being so dependent on foreign oil.
Top oil producer. The USA is now the world’s top oil
producer, even surpassing Saudi Arabia. Trump haters
proclaimed that Obama should get the credit (seriously, they
do).
Deep State. As with fake news, he brought public
attention to the fact that, within the government bureaucracy,
bureaucrats engage in acts destructive to the country, and
even engage in illegal activity. One bureaucrat even lied to
the president saying that troops had been withdrawn from the
Middle East, whereas in reality they had not. Unfortunately,
the uncovering of these arrogant bureaucrats did not go far
enough.
Fraudulent elections. As with the Deep State and fake
news, he spotlighted the fact of fraudulent elections,
something that Democrats have engaged in for decades but was
considered to be in bad taste to acknowledge, much less
spotlight national attention on it (all historians, for
example, agree that the Democrats won the 1960 presidential
election through sheer voter fraud in Texas and Illinois). As
for the 2020 presidential election, one black individual
nailed it when he said, “You gonna tell me that a senile,
white racist won more votes than Barak Obama? Especially black
votes?”
Fake news. Like the boy who cried out that the emperor
wore no clothes, Trump pointed out, and has repeatedly pointed
out, that the media hivemind engages in fake news, i.e., in

propaganda. In lies. We all knew it. But the politicians were
frightened to state the obvious. If it was possible to send
leftist propaganda peddlers further into a frenzy, this was
it. American “journalists” have killed journalism as a
respectable profession in this country

